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Q&A:
DEBATING ZERO RATES
BY KATY BURNE

“The Fed’s goal in
taking this action…
is to encourage
the extension
of credit and
remove headwinds
in response to
worsening financial
conditions. We’ve
seen zero rates in the
US before, during
2009-2014, and
expect the market to
adapt similarly.”
DAVID FISHMAN, HEAD OF LIQUIDITY
SOLUTIONS AT GOLDMAN SACHS
ASSET MANAGEMENT

AS THE GLOBAL ECONOMY GRAPPLES
WITH THE FALLOUT FROM THE
CORONAVIRUS, MARKETS ARE WEIGHING
THE EFFICACY OF EMERGENCY FED
LIQUIDITY AND EXPECTATIONS THAT
THE CENTRAL BANK WILL USE ITS FULL
RANGE OF TOOLS.

BY KATY BURNE
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have tumbled from record

prices have been adjusting , and any liquidity dislocations have not been due
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a target range of zero to 0.25%, and other
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CHART 1

SWITCHING GEARS
US prime money funds are down $12bn through March 12, while government money funds are up
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the markets, but the hope is that they

that constrains growth and could put the

concerns with banks, but rather from

ease financial conditions and help boost

US into a recession. The next question

fears of a slowdown in the real economy,

business sentiment.”

the Fed will have to answer is what tools

which can manifest itself in reductions

will be deployed if more aggressive ac-

in economic activity.”

FISHMAN: “Market participants

tion is needed to calm markets now that

are debating the efficacy of the Fed’s

we are already at the zero lower bound.

DONOHUE: “The Fed has been try-

inter-meeting rate cuts alone. I think

They have said they still have power in

ing to stoke inflationary pressure for a

we need three responses here. First,

their liquidity tools and room to adjust

while without much luck. We need to

we need a health response. Second, we

their policy.”

recognize the limits of policymakers’ ac-

need a monetary response designed to

tions. Inflation is a two-part equation:

help offset the demand shocks — even
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money supply times the velocity of
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used programs like TARP to flood
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the banking system with cash. How

money supply. But the velocity of money

Here’s where we’ve seen the most sig-

could the Fed/Treasury increase the
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The third is a fiscal response. Pockets
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of the economy such as cruise lines,
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that much the Fed can do to increase

through a targeted fiscal response,

took two approaches in order to help

velocity because the virus is turning into
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stabilize the system: 1) the US Treasury

both a supply and demand shock, which

(SME) loans, debt forgiveness, and

injected capital in the banks via TARP;

will likely lead to sharp dips in velocity

debt guarantees.”
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regardless of Fed actions.”

liquidity programs. This time around the
SPIRGEL: “If mortality rates pick up,

stress in the system doesn’t stem from

AV: What do you see as the

“[The Fed’s] monthly purchase
program will now target a
wider array of Treasury security
types including coupons…
This will certainly help lift
some of the pressure on money
market fund T-bill supply.”
JOHN DONOHUE, HEAD OF GLOBAL LIQUIDITY
AT J.P. MORGAN ASSET MANAGEMENT

implications of the Fed having acted

worsening financial conditions. We’ve

between the Treasury issuing more

aggressively to take rates to the zero

seen zero rates in the US before, during

bills and the programs it has imple-

lower bound. Will it work?

2009-2014, and expect the market to

mented to buy a range of Treasury

adapt similarly.”

maturities and mortgage-backed se-

DONOHUE: “Clearly they were con-

curities through its asset purchase

cerned at the sell-off in Treasuries last

SPIRGEL: “The difference between

program. It will have to issue its way

week and the stress in credit. The cut

rates at real zero and in a range of

around any supply problems. With

to zero and the additional $700bn in

0-0.25%, where the Fed took them

tens of billions of dollars flooding into

large scale asset purchases should hold

on March 15, is significant because

government money market funds since
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the latter means people will get paid

the start of the year, the supply to ab-

levels. We are back to global central

something on their money. The Fed

sorb those flows needs to come from

bank coordination to provide an abun-

can take away the range and say the
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dance of liquidity to markets. This, cou-

overnight rate is zero, but doing so
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pled with the other actions such as bank

would have broader implications for

of government securities in money
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rowing availability, should help to calm

their asset purchases.”
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to take action in order to do so.”

FISHMAN: “Thankfully there are
AV: With coronavirus and recent

a number of outlets for government

repo dislocation, is there enough T-bill

fund demand. Notably, the Federal

FISHMAN: “The Fed’s goal in tak-

supply to handle a huge influx into

Reserve’s overnight reverse repur-

ing this action, in addition to other

government-only funds in a flight to

chase program allows money mar-

policy fee cuts and easing measures,

quality?

ket funds to invest at least $30 billion

is to encourage the extension of credit
and remove headwinds in response to

each overnight in repo with the Fed.
SPIRGEL: “There is a balancing act

There is also the FICC-sponsored repo

“You used to be able to get
around a 20bp pickup in
spread by investing in a
prime fund instead of a
government fund, which is
worthwhile in a stable market.
In a falling market, it’s a
different story and prime funds
see liquidations. But so far
everything is orderly.”
JONATHAN SPIRGEL, HEAD OF LIQUIDITY
AT BNY MELLON MARKETS

program, which has offered the system

market’s capacity to handle stress?
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a capital-efficient manner.”

on money market funds, apart from
the rapid and steep decline in interest
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rates. The regulatory reforms enacted
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DONOHUE: “Seasonal issuance trends
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funds more resilient in times of mar-

leading into the US tax filing deadline

were far too small. When the regula-

ket stress by helping to reduce run risk

in April and the Fed’s continued pur-

tors implemented reforms they added

and improve liquidity, credit quality,

chases of T-bills do pose challenges to

variable NAVs (VNAVs) to institutional

and transparency. We have seen sig-

the supply dynamics in the short-term

prime funds, which were designed to

nificant upward movement in VNAVs in

Treasury market. On the other side of

ensure that investors were not incen-

recent weeks as rates have declined and

the coin, a large fiscal stimulus package

tivized to rush out at the $1.00 NAV for

positions have been re-marked at sig-

would likely lead to a significant increase

fear that remaining shareholders would

nificant unrealized gains. So investors

in T-bill issuance. The Fed announced

be stuck with losses if funds ‘broke the

in these products have actually seen

on March 12 that its monthly purchase

buck.’ Because of the high-quality nature

capital appreciation.”

program will now target a wider array of

of prime funds’ investable universe and

Treasury securities, including coupons,

higher liquidity positions than 2008,

SPIRGEL: “We have seen money flow-

Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities,

the industry comes into this market in

ing out of US dollar prime funds into US

and Floating Rate Notes. This will cer-

a stronger position. As a result, the vol-

government funds in recent weeks. You

tainly help lift some of the pressure on

atility we are seeing now is much more

used to be able to get around a 20bp

money market fund T-bill supply.”

manageable.”

pickup in spread by investing in a prime
fund instead of a government fund,

AV: How are the recent money

DONOHUE: “So far, the current bout

which is worthwhile in a stable market.

market reforms impacting the

of volatility has not put undue stress

In a falling market, it’s a different story

CHART 2

FLIGHT TO SAFETY
US money markets, now standing at $3.7Tr, stand to grow as investors seek to safeguard cash
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and prime funds see liquidations. But

regime.”

so far everything is orderly.”

time. But from a client perspective, the
consequences would be significant. For

FISHMAN: “The Fed continues to be

example, if you had 100 units of a fund

AV: The Fed has been reticent to cut

vocal that negative rates are not on the

one day, we would remove the requisite

rates into negative territory in the past.

table and instead it will focus on other

number of shares to make that negative

Do current market conditions warrant

tools. With so much in flux, it will likely

yield a reality. The fund value would still

a rethink of that policy?

continue to weigh the benefits versus

be $1 but you would have 99.90 units in-

the costs of this approach. In any case,

stead of 100—so you would lose a bit of

DONOHUE: “We think negative

one of the reasons the US money market

your principal. It’s a different mindset

rates are unlikely because there is an

industry holds $3.7 trillion in assets is

and essentially getting out less than what

unknown about how markets would

that market participants assign a high

you put in is something that people will

perceive them. The Fed recognizes the

value on the product’s utility besides

need to get their heads around.”

importance of money funds to funding

yield. And the utility isn’t only for fund

markets, so it’s our base case that the

shareholders finding value in liquidity

Katy Burne is editor-in-chief of

Fed would stop at the zero lower bound

but also for issuers, including the US

Aerial View Magazine.

and then pivot to other tools and oper-

government and corporations, seeing

Questions or Comments? Contact

ations like quantitative easing.

benefits of funding. We believe money

George.Maganas@bnymellon.com

market funds remain a critical compo-

in the US;

nent of the financial markets.”

Jason.Garwood@bnymellon.com

“You could see some of the government funds today convert to the
floating NAV. As a result, these VNAV

in EMEA; or

funds could actually be better suited

SPIRGEL: “Negative rates are unlikely

Filippo.Santilli@bnymellon.com

than their stable-NAV counterparts

and the Fed has said they are not an ap-

in APAC. Alternatively, reach out to

to quickly adapt to a negative rate

propriate policy response in the US at this

your usual relationship manager.
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